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Abstract: This paper describes a computational procedure to establish the optimal distribution of
network reconfiguration by means of a novel gray wolf optimization (GWO) algorithm. The procedure
aimed to diminish the system’s power loss and produce a better voltage profile while fulfilling the
operating constraints described by different operating conditions. Under practical restrictions, the
distribution network reconfiguration (DNR) problem is classified as multimodal and highly nonlinear.
Constraint breaches were appropriately handled to produce stable convergence characteristics, and
high-quality solutions were obtained in a shorter execution time. The 33-bus and 69-bus systems
were used to obtain the optimal reconfiguration by incorporating the method developed in this work.
The simulation results obtained were collated and compared with the outcomes of other well-known
optimization techniques, confirming the efficacy of the GWO algorithm in solving the DNR problem.

Keywords: power loss reduction; network reconfiguration; voltage profile improvement; radial
distribution system; gray wolf optimization

1. Introduction

An electrical power distribution system is a crucial network that carries power in the
last few miles from a transmission or subtransmission system to consumers in an electrical
power system. It is differentiated from a transmission system by its voltage level and
topology. Generally, a distribution system is considered to be operating at a low voltage. As
a consequence, a distribution system suffers from higher ohmic losses than a transmission
system, which results in consumers not receiving the full electric power distributed in the
network by a distribution company. This directly affects the sector’s economic profitability
and customers who pay for power services. Distribution networks are typically constructed
as interconnected networks, while in operation, the topographic anatomy is organized in
the shape of a radial tree. This means that such systems are divided into radial feeder
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subsystems. These radial feeders have a set of disconnect switches installed at strategic
network points. These opening and closing disconnect switches modify the network
topology, which is called network reconfiguration, and depending on the configuration of
the switches, energetical waste can be minimized. Selecting the set of open/close switches
can be modeled as an optimization problem, with the model being subjected to a variety of
operating and physical constraints. Usually, the DNR problem is a highly nonlinear, mixed-
integer, nondifferentiable, and intricate combinatorial optimization problem concerning the
need to minimize total power loss. Hence, a suitable optimization tool must be developed
to ascertain the optimal operational setting for the distribution system.

1.1. Recent Research Works

In recent years, a number of optimization techniques have emerged that can smooth
the process of determining the optimal solution to complex engineering problems, which
have previously been troublesome or not viable at all. These optimization techniques are
based on metaheuristic algorithms. Such algorithms are intelligent, free of derivation,
nondeterministic, explicitly applicable to all problems, and motivated by social behav-
ior; furthermore, their randomness characterizes the need for an appropriate balance
between exploration and exploitation of the system under consideration. A metaheuristic
algorithm’s control variable leads to a global optimal solution, whereas mathematical
approaches struggle to discover a specific answer. Therefore, metaheuristic optimization is
considered an efficient tool for resolving nonlinear problems [1].

As previously stated, researchers are driven to tackle the problem of DNR because
it is not a solution to just one specific problem, has less of a focus on an early solution,
and has the potential to address any large-scale and complicated challenges in power
system problems. It can be analytically expressed as a statement of the optimization
problem with various system operation constraints to determine the ideal radial distribution
network for minimizing line losses or maximizing benefits under typical system operating
conditions [2,3].

Various metaheuristic algorithms have been confirmed as having the capability to
solve the problem of DNR. These include, for instance, bacterial foraging optimization as
presented in [4]; the ant colony search algorithm (ACSA) as proposed in [5]; the harmony
search algorithm [6] and the cuckoo search algorithm (CSA) as described in [7]; particle
swarm optimization (PSO) as presented in [8]; and invasive weed optimization as reported
in [9]. In addition, the search capability of the sophisticated genetic algorithm described
in [10]; the specialized genetic algorithm proposed in [11]; the application of fuzzy set
theory based on a heuristic algorithm described in [12]; the modified shuffled frog-leaping
algorithm [13] and the improved adaptive imperialist competition algorithm (IAICA)
presented in [14]; and the modified BFOA (MBFOA) proposed in [15] are very well tuned
to achieve improved convergences while optimizing the distribution network.

Specifically, the merging of PSO with the optimization of honey bee mating—known
as the PSO–HBMO algorithm—has improved the exploration ability in the search region
while reconfiguring the distribution system under study [16]. Mostafa et al. developed
a hybrid BB–BCA [17]. Researchers have also incorporated the combination of PSO and
the big bang–big crunch algorithm into the analysis of network reconfiguration alone,
and then used the same algorithm for the problem of DNR during the incorporation of
capacitors [18].

Recently, Quadri et al. proposed a new metaheuristic method, which includes the com-
prehensive teaching and learning of harmony search optimization algorithm (CTLHSO),
for solving the network reconfiguration problem [19]. Following that, Tran et al. exer-
cised a stochastic fractal search (SFS) algorithm for optimizing a distribution system when
distributed generation is present [20], and Haider et al. employed a PSO algorithm with
multi-objective functions in a radial network to find the optimal placement and size of
DGs before and after reconfiguration [21]. At the same time, an improved harmony search
algorithm [22] was proposed that featured continuous variables standing in for the power
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flowing through the branches and the integer variables. A search strategy was incorporated
into the SGA in a customized metaheuristic algorithm known as the CSGA [23]. The new
search algorithm, which was inspired by the equilibrium optimizer (EO) algorithm [24],
has been applied in order to reduce the loss of active power and achieve better voltage
magnitude by reconfiguring a radial distribution network.

Most recently, Dhivya et al. proposed a chaotic golden flower algorithm (CGFA) in
which the flower pollination algorithm and the golden search method are combined to
optimize a distribution network for the evolution of smart cities [25]. At the same time,
Khasanov et al. proposed to solve the network reconfiguration problem by using the Mayfly
algorithm (MA) to curtail the loss of power in a distribution network. The social behavior
of mayflies inspired this algorithm [26].

1.2. Research Gap

However, the above-described optimization methods have been identified on the basis
of optimal results; they have not been put forward as a global solution to the proposed
problem of DNR because of their general imperfection due to the complexity of these
algorithms’ premature convergence, the imbalance between exploitation and exploration,
and the high value of time required for the computational features of these algorithms.
According to current research, finding a practical solution requires striking an accurate
balance between metaheuristics’ intensification and diversification techniques. In ref. [16],
PSO’s global search behavior is merged with HBMO’s local search behavior, whereas in
refs. [17,18], BB–BC’s exploration capacity is mixed with PSO’s exploitation ability. Despite
this, various algorithms have been proposed to provide radial networks with an optimal
solution. Even though these algorithms have discovered an optimal structure for radial
systems, their solution is not the complete key to solving the DNR problem: the DNR
problem is a tricky conjugational problem, with control variables of a discrete nature (tie
position, sectionalizing switches, etc.) that must be analyzed for every iteration to identify
the best distribution network with a radial structure.

1.3. Motivation

To overcome this shortcoming, an effective tool used for optimization, namely the
gray wolf optimization (GWO) method, is selected for its proper handling of the constraint
tactics of the system under study, which balances diversification and intensification through
the surrounding, hunting, and attacking processes. Moreover, the proposed GWO method’s
convergence and performance are better than those of other optimization techniques as the
method has been successfully investigated for its ability to solve standard test functions,
complex engineering problems, economic load dispatch problems [27–29], and the unit
commitment problem [30]. Moreover, in the design of a modular granular neural network
architecture, the gray wolf optimizer has been proposed and applied for human recognition
based on the face, iris, and ear [31]. A modification to the GWOA depends on how the
realization of a fuzzy logic hierarchical operator is performed [32]. Moreover, the GWO
algorithm [27–30] has demonstrated its capacity to discover high-quality solutions for
standard test functions, complicated engineering problems, economic load dispatch, and
the unit commitment problem. It is also driven to optimize the control variables of the
DNR problem. When the coefficient vector (A) and the acceleration set (a) in the position of
gray wolves are updated and decreased from an upper value linearly to zero, a balance
between intensification and diversification is required for the system to discover the most
satisfactory solution and achieve the local optimum quickly. As a result, the GWO algorithm
is introduced in this study to discover real solutions to the DNR problem.

1.4. Highlights and Organization of the Paper

• As a first attempt, the GWO algorithm is exercised for solving the DNR problem.
• The system constraint infringement is appropriately addressed, based on a suitable

proposed scheme.
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• A new, fangled DNR framework is proposed to diminish the power loss.
• Conditions for the solution within the optimal range are obtained within a shorter time.

This paper is divided into six sections. In Section 2, the formulation of the DNR
problem is set out. Section 3 depicts the optimization tool incorporated into the system for
the mathematical formulation of the GWO algorithm. Section 4 deals with the conclusion of
the optimal radial network functioning structure using the GWO algorithm. The simulation
results are validated in Section 5. Lastly, the research work is concluded in the final section.

2. Articulation of the DNR Problem

A power distribution system has an extensive network connected to other networks in
a mesh configuration. Under typical operating conditions, these are arranged as a radial
construction with the incorporation of sectionalizing switches/tie switches to disperse
the total load among all the feeders and to provide the system with simple protection.
As a result, the DNR problem is defined as the task of modifying a distribution network
to preserve the optimal radial operational structure. The DNR problem is posed as a
challenging, conjugational, and nondifferentiable restricted computation to achieve profiles
with better voltage and power loss reduction.

2.1. Objective Function

The following is a mathematical definition of the minimization problem of the objective
functions considered in this section. The sum of the active power to be minimized is
simulated using the branch current variable based on Equation (1):

Minimize f (x) = Ploss =
Nbr

∑
i=1

(
P2

i + Q2
i

V2
i

)
Ri; x ∈ (TS, SW) (1)

where Pi and Qi are denoted as the load powers (active and reactive power) of the i-th bus;
Vi is the i-th bus magnitude of voltage; the branch resistance is Ri; and TS and SW are the
tie and sectionalizing switches, respectively.

2.2. Constraints

After reconfiguration, the bus voltages should be within the system operator’s allow-
able range (2):

Vmin ≤ Vj ≤ Vmax ; j ∈ Nbus (2)

where Vmin and Vmax are denoted as the minimum value and the maximum value of pu
node voltages of the jth node, respectively. The formula for the capacity of specified current
in the branch according to its rating is as follows (3):

|Ii| ≤ Imax
i ; i ∈ Nbr (3)

where |Il| and Ii
max are, respectively, the i-th current in the branch and the i-th branch

maximum current-carrying capacity in ampere.

3. Gray Wolf Optimization

This population-based metaheuristic algorithm [19] is based on the behavior of gray
wolves in nature, which stands out for its leadership hierarchy and methods used for
hunting. Gray wolf populations typically have a pack size of five to twelve individuals,
and the cluster organizes itself efficiently within a hierarchy in which the most dominating
member is known as the alpha, and the next three wolves in rank order are beta, omega,
and delta, with beta assisting with decision-making and the lowest rank being occupied
by omega.

Hunting is a capturing behavior of gray wolves. By emulating this behavior, a gray
wolf optimization technique was developed, in which a group of gray wolves is randomly
allowed to look for a prey in a multidimensional environment. The wolves’ positions
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are regarded as variables and they should be optimized. The distance between the gray
wolves and the prey determines the objective function’s fitness value. Each gray wolf
changes its position continuously and goes to the most satisfactory position according to
the instruction and feedback of the system based on the optimization algorithm. The best
achievable solution can be found during the iterations.

The GWOA’s mathematical formulation is also used as shown below for the following
behaviors to find the best possible solution:

i. Encircling;
ii. Hunting;
iii. Offensive.

The gray wolves’ circling etiquette is mathematically described in (4) and (5):

→
D =

∣∣∣∣→C ·→Xp(t)−
→
X(t)

∣∣∣∣ (4)

→
X(t + 1) =

→
Xp(t)−

→
A ·
→
D (5)

where t denotes the current iteration; the coefficients of the vectors are
→
A and

→
C ; the vector

→
Xp denotes the position of the prey; and the vector

→
X is the position of a gray wolf. The

vectors are represented in (6) and (7) as follows:

→
A = 2

→
a ·→r1 −

→
a (6)

→
C = 2 ·→r2 (7)

where
→
r1 and

→
r2 are denoted as random vectors between 0 and 1, and the set value

→
a

diminishes from 2 to 0 over the course of the iterations.
Throughout the iterations, the updated location of the best candidate solution (alpha)

appears first, followed by the positions of the delta and beta wolves. Finally, the search
agents update the positions of the omega wolves, depending on the positions of the search
agents, with the three best values, which can also be modeled as follows (8):

→
X(t + 1) =

→
X1(t) +

→
X2(t) +

→
X3(t)

3
(8)

where
→
X1 =

→
Xα −

→
A1 ·

(→
Dα

)
; and

→
Dα =

∣∣∣∣→C1 ·
→
Xα −

→
X
∣∣∣∣ (9)

→
X2 =

→
Xβ −

→
A2 ·

(→
Dβ

)
; and

→
Dβ =

∣∣∣∣→C2 ·
→
Xβ −

→
X
∣∣∣∣ (10)

→
X3 =

→
Xδ −

→
A3 ·

(→
Dδ

)
; and

→
Dδ =

∣∣∣∣→C3 ·
→
Xδ −

→
X
∣∣∣∣ (11)

During the iterations, the vector value linearly decreases from 2 to 0; thus, the vector
→
A also decreases because of a decrease in the value of

→
a . Since the vector

→
A fluctuates

randomly between the range of [−2a, 2a], |
→
A| < 1 suggests, finally, that the optimization

is converging toward the prey. Such a case means that the wolves are coerced to assail
the prey or that the wolves move to look for a better candidate solution (alpha), which
continues until the convergence of optimization.
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4. Application of GWO to the DNR Problem

The steps involved in the implementation of GWO to optimize the distribution network
configuration problem are as follows:

Step 1—Control variables’ initialization: The tie switches are the control variables
and must be opened and maintained for a viable radial network topology. Therefore,
the GWO algorithm parameter must be initialized in terms of the control variables. The
abovementioned control variables are all described as integer numbers. The total number
of control variables is equal to the number of tie switches, and its sum is picked randomly
from each fundamental loop. As a result, the NL is the total no. of fundamental loops, and
it is calculated as follows:

NL = Nbr − (Nbus − NSS) (12)

where Nbr and Nbus are the nos. of branches and buses, respectively, and Nss is the number
of substations.

Step 2—Structure of candidate solution: This is an integer number, and for each loop,
one control variable is chosen, so the no. of tie switches is equal to the no. of basic loops that
are required to be opened to protect the radial structure, i.e., (NL = Ntie). Then, a random
integer with a uniform distribution is generated as shown in (13):

Xij = randint
(
1, 1
[
1, TSj

])
; i ∈ NP and j ∈ Ntie (13)

X =


TS1

1 TS1
2 . . TS1

Ntie−1 TS1
Ntie

TS2
1 TS2

2 . . TS2
Ntie−1 TS2

Ntie
. . . . . .
. . . . . .

TSNP
1 TSNP

2 . . TSNP
Ntie−1 TSNP

Ntie

 (14)

Equation (14) represents the matrix structure with the initial population, where NP is
the population number.

Step 3—Augmented objective function and estimation: The radial structure is appro-
priately realized from the population’s beginning position. For each trial solution, the
objective value is computed. The following sequential procedures for radial topology are
checked for the determination of the objective value:

i. The matrix of A (b, b) is initialized, where A is the loop distribution network matrix,
b is the no. of buses, and S is a set of feeders: S = [feeder1, feeder2, . . . feeder k]. The
matrix A and its entries are defined as follows:

• If node i is interconnected to node j, then A (i, j) = A (j, i) = 1.
• If node i is not interconnected to node j, then A (i, j) = A (j, i) = 0.

ii. If there is a tie switch from node i to node j, then A (i, j) = A (j, i) = 0. Read the
trial solution.

iii. Estimate for the load nodes: If node n/∈S and A (m, n) = 1, with n = k + 1, k + 2,
. . . , b and m = 1, 2, . . . , length (S), then node n is moved to S, S = S + [node n] and
A (n, m) = A (m, n) = 0.

iv. If S = b and matrix A is a zero matrix, then the reconfiguration of a radial network is a
trial solution.

The objective function is generated using a typical distribution of the load flow algo-
rithm. The implementation handles the violation of constraints with an improved objective
function, denoted as AOF and developed on the basis of Equation (15). It is the collective
objective function. The squared sum of the current (SCI) and the violation of voltage (SCV)
constraints with a scalar multiplier have a high value. This method also distinguishes the
fundamental unconstrained problem from the confined problem, thus guiding the process
to search for the desired solution (15):

AOF = (objective + λVSCV + λISCI) (15)
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where λV and λI are the penalty constraints. The SCV and SCI found are based on Equations
(16) and (17):

SCV =
Nbus

∑
j=1

(
max

{
0, Vmin −Vj

}2
+ max

{
0, Vj −Vmax

}2
)

(16)

SCI =
Nbr

∑
l=1

(
max{0, Il − Imax}2

)
(17)

Step 4—Fitness and the best position evaluation: The present candidate solution
matrix (Xo) is used to find the fitness value of all individuals using Equation (18). The
fitness of the i-th individual represents the distance of the wolf from the prey, and the entire
population is graded based on the fitness value from lowest to highest; alpha represents
the lowest fitness, and the second and third lowest fitness values are represented by beta
and delta (18):

Fitness = AOF (18)

Step 5—Optimal solution by modifying agent position: According to Equation (8),
the i-th agent’s modified position must be updated. Each and every search agent’s position
indicates a potential solution, consisting of various tie switch openings from each loop.

Step 6—Fitness re-estimation: A regular load flow is conducted with the revised
position of every control variable, and the augmented objective function is computed as
explained in steps 3 and 4 to find the global optimal solution.

Step 7—Stopping of criterion: If iteration ≤ maximum cycle (500), then go to step 3.
Otherwise, the GWO algorithm has converged and is terminated.

Time Complexity Computation of GWO

The GWOA’s time complexity for obtaining the optimal solution for the DNR problem
is computed using the pseudo-code and the execution procedures. The computation
consists of four phases that can be articulated as follows:

i. Initialization phase (IP): There are two nested loops; the first one is N time iterates,
which is the wolves’ size, and the second one is d time iterates, which is the control
variable dimensionality.

TC(IP) = O(N × d) (19)

ii. Phase of GWO algorithm (PGA): This consists of the GWO operator, and it means
that the prey is encircled. It has a While loop with a single For loop within it. The
maximum cycle times for the iterates of the While loop and for the For loop iterates
are N times in every iteration.

TC(PGA) = O(Max_cycle× N) + O(Max_cycle× L) (20)

The three best solutions are selected using a greedy selection mechanism; here, L is
equal to N. Then,

TC(PGA) = O(2× (Max_cycle× N)) (21)

iii. Phase of objective function computation (POFC): For each iteration, the objective
function is computed for the “d” control variables.

TC(POFC) = O(d) (22)

iv. Solution repair phase (SRP): This phase involves the solutions obtained for the “d”
control variables.
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TC(SRP) = O(d) (23)

The overall time complexity for obtaining the optimal solution for the DNR is as
follows:

Overall TC = O
(

2×
(

Max_cycle× N2
)
× d3

)
(24)

5. Applications of GWO for the DNR Problem

In general, the main benefits of a metaheuristic algorithm rely on setting the values of
the control parameters and the strategy used for avoiding premature convergence. Thus,
this section focuses on the successful implementation of the GWO algorithm for optimizing
DS to minimize power loss.

5.1. System Data

The GWO algorithm’s performance was investigated using two standard IEEE test
systems. Test system I has a value of 12.66 kV, 33 nodes, and a radial system of 10 MVA
with 32 sectionalizing switches and 5 tie switches numbered 33, 34, 35, 36, and 37. The
overall load during normal operating conditions is 3.72 MW and 2.3 MVAR, with a power
loss of 202.67 kW and a minimum voltage per unit of 0.913. All pertinent information is
contained in [1]. Test system II has a value of 12.66 kV, 69 nodes, a radial system with
68 sectionalizing switches and 5 tie switches, with a total connected load of 3.802 MW and
3.696 MVAR. The open switches are 69, 70, 71, 72, and 73 in normal operation; the loss of
power and the minimum pu voltage are 224.95 kW and 0.9092, respectively [2].

5.2. Simulation Tool

To minimize the power loss in small and medium distribution systems, the DNR
problem was modeled using the GWO algorithm. The GWO algorithm was implemented
in MATLAB 8.1 and tested on a digital computer. Thirty separate trials were conducted for
each instance to determine the best, average, and worst outcomes. The outcomes of the
simulated test systems were compared with the results of earlier approaches to prove the
algorithm’s resilience.

5.3. Possible Reconfiguration

The objective function was minimized based on the optimal position selection of the
system’s tie switches, and the GWO technique’s usefulness in solving the DNR problem
was investigated. Tables 1 and 2 depict test system I and test system II, showing the
numerous selections of optimal tie switches based on the GWOA, the power loss that
occurs, the minimum voltage at node, and the computing time. When switches 7, 14, 11, 32,
and 28 are open in test system I, the power loss is minimal and the node voltage improves,
whereas this situation occurs when switches 69, 18, 14, 57, and 61 are open in test system II.
Figures 1 and 2 depict the optimal DNR of test system I and test system II in this scenario,
revealing the network’s radiality.

Table 1. A 33-bus system using GWO-based feasible optimal position of tie switches [33].

Optimal Combination of
Tie Switches Power Loss (kW) Vmin (pu) Comp. Time (s)

7, 14, 11, 28, and 32 133.7281 0.9442 7.62

7, 10, 14, 32, and 37 133.9202 0.9414 7.62

7, 9, 14, 36, and 37 134.0765 0.9399 7.63

7, 11, 34, 32, and 37 134.2274 0.9385 7.68

7, 11, 14, 32, and 37 134.3744 0.9378 7.69
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Table 2. A 69-bus system using GWO-based feasible optimal position of tie switches [34].

Optimal Combination of
Tie Switches Power Loss (kW) Vmin (pu) Comp. Time (s)

69, 18, 14, 57, and 61 98.1970 0.9522 26.02

69, 19, 13, 56, and 62 98.3112 0.9511 26.24

69, 19, 14, 55, and 63 98.3181 0.9510 26.26

69, 17, 13, 58, and 63 98.3400 0.9506 26.51

69, 70, 13, 56, and 63 98.5174 0.9499 26.76

Figure 1. Power loss minimization of the 33-bus system using GWO-based optimal reconfiguration.

Figure 2. Power loss minimization of the 69-bus system using GWO-based optimal reconfiguration.

5.4. Comparison of the Best Possible Solution

The supremacy of the GWOA was used to solve the DNR problem, and the simulation
outcomes were compared with those obtained from the CSA [7], IAICA [14], MBFOA [15],
SFSA [19], CTLHSO [20], PSO [21], HIS [22], and EO [24] methods; the comparison results
for test system I and test system II are shown in Tables 3 and 4. The reductions in the loss of
power values for the CSA [7], IAICA [14], MBFOA [15], SFSA [19], CTLHSO [20], PSO [21],
HIS [22], EO [24], and GWO methods are 63.20 kW, 63.14 kW, 63.16 kW, 63.84 kW, 68.19 kW,
63.16 kW, 64.57 kW, 68.99 kW, and 63.16 kW, respectively, based on the initial configuration
in test system I, whereas the values are 126.8658 kW, 126.13 kW, 126.15 kW, 126.8685 kW,
126.8765 kW, 126.82 kW, 126.87 kW, 127.2395 kW, and 126.8413 kW in test system II.
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Table 3. Power loss and voltage regulation comparison for the 33-bus system [33,34].

Type of
Technique

Optimal
Combination of

Tie Switches

Loss of Power
(kW)

Reduction in
Power Loss (%)

No. of
Switches
Changed

Voltage
Regulation (%)

Initial State 33, 34, 35, 36, and 37 202.710 - - 8.70

IAICA [13] 7, 9, 14, 32, and 37 139.510 31.18 4 6.75

CSA [5] 7, 9, 14, 32, and 37 138.870 31.49 4 6.63

MBFOA [14] 7, 14, 28, 32, and 36 134.520 33.64 4 -

SFSA [19] 7, 9, 14, 32, and 37 139.550 31.16 - 6.63

CTLHSO [20] 7, 9, 14, 32, and 37 139.550 31.16 - 6.63

PSO [21] 7, 9, 14, 28, and 32 138.140 31.85 - 7.74

IHS [22] 7, 9, 14, 32, and 37 139.550 31.16 - 6.22

EO [24] 7, 9, 14, 32, and 37 139.550 31.16 - 6.22

GWO 7, 14, 11, 32, and 28 133.7281 34.03 4 6.24

Table 4. Power loss and voltage regulation comparison for the 69-bus system [34].

Type of
Technique

Optimal
Combination of

Tie Switches
Power Loss (kW) Power Loss

Reduction (%)

No. of
Switches
Changed

Voltage
Regulation (%)

Initial State 69, 70, 71, 72, and 73 225.4365 - - 9.17

IAICA [13] 14, 57, 61, 69, and 70 98.5707 56.28 3 5.43

CSA [5] 14, 57, 61, 69, and 70 98.5680 56.28 3 5.32

MBFOA [14] 18, 43, 56, 61, and 69 98.5600 56.28 4 -

SFSA [19] 14, 55, 61, 69, and 70 98.6200 56.25 - 5.34

CTLHSO [20] 14, 56, 61, 69, and 70 98.5700 56.28 - 5.34

EO [24] 14, 56, 61, 69, and 70 98.5952 56.26 - 5.05

GWO 69, 18, 14, 57, and 61 98.1970 56.44 4 5.02

Furthermore, it can be seen that the GWO algorithm considerably reduces the power
loss compared to the other optimization algorithms in both test systems. Indeed, the
GWO algorithm reduces the loss of power by 34.03% and 56.44% in test systems I and II,
respectively. Similarly, the GWO algorithm regulates the voltages of the nodes by 6.24%
and 5.02% in test systems I and II, respectively. Therefore, the network losses are the lowest
in the implemented method. Figures 3 and 4 show that the GWO algorithm possesses
fast and stable convergence characteristics, while the power loss is minimized in both test
system I and test system II.

5.5. Improvement over State-of-the-Art Literature

Table 5 compares the performance of the GWO algorithm in achieving the given
objectives to the optimization approaches of well-known techniques that have already
demonstrated their capacity to solve the problem. The loss of power reduction is 5.7819 kW,
5.1419 kW, 0.7919 kW, 5.8219 kW, 4.4119 kW, and 5.8219 kW better than the CSA [7],
IAICA [14], MBFOA [15], SFSA [19], CTLHSO [20], PSO [21], IHS [22], and EO [24] methods
in test system I, respectively, whereas in test system II, the reduction in power loss is
0.3737 kW, 0.3710 kW, 0.3630 kW, 0.4230 kW, 0.3730 kW, and 0.3982 kW greater than
the CSA [7], IAICA [14], MBFOA [15], SFSA [19], CTHSO [20], and EO [24] methods,
respectively.
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Figure 3. Characteristics of convergence using GWO for the 33-bus system.

Figure 4. Characteristics of convergence using GWO for the 69-bus system.

Table 5. Power loss reduction and minimum voltage at node with GWO.

Type of Technique
Loss of Power (kW) Voltage at Node (min) (pu)

33-Bus 69-Bus 33-Bus at Node 31 69-Bus at Node 61

IAICA [13] 5.7819 0.3737 0.0024 0.0022

CSA [5] 5.1419 0.3710 0.0019 0.0027

MBFOA [14] 0.7919 0.3630 - -

SFSA [19] 5.8219 0.4230 0.0064 0.00570

CTLHSO [20] 5.8219 0.373 0.0064 0.00570

PSO [21] 4.4119 - 0.0161 -

IHS [22] 5.8219 - - -

EO [24] 5.8219 0.3982 0.0064 0.0027

The minimum node voltages calculated based on the GWO are 0.0024 pu, 0.0019 pu,
0.0064 pu, 0.0161 pu, and 0.0064 pu higher than the values for the CSA [7], IAICA [14],
SFSA [19], CTLHSO [20], PSO [21], IHS [22], and EO [24] methods, respectively, for test
system I. In comparison, the minimum node voltages of test system II are 0.0022 pu,
0.0027 pu, 0.00570 pu, and 0.0027 pu higher than the values for the CSA [7], IAICA [14],
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SFSA [19], CTLHSO [20], and EO [24] methods, respectively. The profiles of the system
voltages for test systems I and II are shown in Figures 5 and 6. The node voltages were
compared before and after the reconfiguration of the network. It is concluded that the
voltage magnitude is significantly enhanced after the network reconfiguration using the
proposed algorithm for the vast majority of nodes.

Figure 5. Improvement in voltage profile with GWO for the 33-bus system.

Figure 6. Improvement in voltage profile with GWO for the 69-bus system.

5.6. Validation of the Best Solution Obtained Using GWO

The standard statistical data analysis procedure revealed some interesting findings, i.e.,
the minimum, maximum, and mean for each attribute including the associated standard
deviation. Thus, the potential solution to the DNR problem was statistically examined, and
the system test results for the system with 33 nodes are shown in Table 6, while the test
results for the system with 69 nodes are depicted in Table 7. The tables relating to each
system show the minimum, average, and maximum values for the final solutions. It is
observed that the minimum solution was obtained by the GWO algorithm over thirty trials,
and that the average value obtained is very close to the minimum value obtained by the
ICIAC [14] and MBFOA [15]. The standard deviations have the lowest value when the
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GWO algorithm was used. The values of 93.33% and 86.67% are the success rates when
optimizing test system I and test system II with the implementation of the GWO algorithm.
This means that, comparatively, good-quality solutions 28 and 26 lie between the minimum
and the average solutions over thirty trials.

Table 6. Test results for the 33-bus system [34,35].

Type of
Technique

Loss of Power (kW)
Std Dev. Rank

Minimum Avg. Maximum

Initial State 202.7060 - - -- -

IAICA [13] 139.5100 140.5700 142.3800 1.435 2

CSA [5] 138.8700 - - - -

MBFOA [14] 134.5200 150.5800 165.4000 15.44 3

GWO 133.7281 134.5154 135.8254 1.0487 1

Table 7. Test results for the 69-bus system.

Type of
Technique

Loss of Power (kW)
Std Dev. Rank

Minimum Avg. Maximum

Initial State 225.4365 - - - -

IAICA [13] 98.5707 100.1577 103.8273 2.6283 2

CSA [5] 98.5680 - - - -

MBFOA [14] 98.5600 110.3033 155.58 28.51 3

GWO 98.1970 98.5885 100.0045 0.9038 1

6. Conclusions

By executing network reconfiguration, the potent metaheuristic algorithm GWO was
effectively used to trim down the loss of power in a distribution system (DS). The DNR
problem is a challenging, confined, nondifferentiable, and combinatorial issue. Both the
network reconfiguration and the loss of power in all feeder branch sections are regarded as
objective functions. The forward-/backward-sweep distribution of the load flow technique
was used in the solution procedure to find the objective function. The GWO method, which
imitates the natural behavior of gray wolves that circle, hunt, and attack their prey, was
utilized to tackle this problem. Using 33- and 69-bus DSs, simulation was conducted for
the reconfiguration of the network. The simulation outcomes were contrasted with those
from other implementations; the optimal tie switch determination was distinguished, and
in the initial state, the obtained configuration was independent of the DSs. Additionally,
a way to lessen the significant power loss in radial DSs was provided in this work, and
the improvement was thoroughly examined. The results showed that the proposed GWO
algorithm was a reliable and realistic algorithm for determining the overall optimal DS
reconfiguration. This research work was limited to a balanced testing system with a fixed
load and an optimized single objective function.

The next stage of research work should cover the application of the GWO algorithm to
distribution systems in practice. The topics for subsequent research effort should include
completing network reconfiguration in the presence of DG, placing DG after reconfigu-
ration, and, subsequently, tackling a different type of DG. Moreover, it is suggested that
optimization should be performed on an unbalanced system with a dynamic load pattern
and should be multi-objective. Additionally, power distribution firms looking to integrate
distributed generation into a DS should benefit from the numerical results of this and
future work.
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